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KEY POINTS

� Quantitative PET imaging has become an integral part of the management of patients in clinical
oncology over the past 2 decades.

� Accurate PET quantification is a major breakthrough and opens many avenues for clinical diag-
nosis, assessment of response to treatment, and therapy planning.

� In clinical oncology, quantitative PET has become a standard practice in most academic institu-
tions, and is widely adopted in clinical trials.

� Several PETmetrics have been proposed in the literature. The selection of the best metric for a spe-
cific application is still a matter of debate.

� Quantitative PET imaging will help in charting personalized treatment plans for patients and also in
exploring new therapeutic opportunities in the future.
INTRODUCTION

The progress made in PET imaging during the last
few decades has tremendously expanded the ap-
plications of this imaging modality in various do-
mains in clinical and research settings. Some of
these advances include the innovations in hybrid
imaging modalities that combine computed
tomography (CT) or MR imaging with PET to facil-
itate anatomic mapping of metabolic abnormal-
ities and improve the quantitative accuracy of
PET images.
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The techniques used for assessment of PET im-
ages fall under 3 major categories, namely qualita-
tive interpretation, semiquantitative measures, and
absolute quantitative analysis. Qualitative interpre-
tation is the most subjective technique because it
is performed by human readers having sufficient
training and expertise. Semiquantitative measures,
including standardized uptake value (SUV), lesion
to background ratio (target to background ratio),
and other variants, are widely used in the clinic for
partial quantification of PET data. The third category
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utilizes various mathematical models such as
nonlinear regression and Patlak-Gjedde graphical
analysis for absolute quantification of PET data.
The first 2 methods are prone to interreader and in-
trareader variability, but are practical for clinical
and research use because of their simplicity.
Qualitative visual analysis is still the main meth-

odology used for the assessment of PET images in
the clinic. Visual assessment is based on the
contrast between areas with tracer-avid regions
and areas with lower uptake, and is mostly used
in the interpretation of clinical 18F-fluorodeoxyglu-
cose (FDG)-PET studies to detect lesions with
high glycolytic activity for the assessment of
metabolic contrast reflecting concentration of
FDG-6-phosphate in the cells. Qualitative visual
assessment is simple but suffers from many short-
comings, including the need to define a threshold
for disease assessment and poor intrareader and
interreader agreement.1 However, the unique fea-
tures of PET technology provide the capability to
perform quantitative measures in vivo. Substantial
research efforts have focused on the development
of appropriate methodologies to standardize PET
quantification techniques to enable direct compar-
ison from one system to another and from one
place to the other.2 Nevertheless, there are still
some concerns regarding the widespread use of
suboptimal quantification methods.3 Proper quan-
tification of PET data is essential for accurate eval-
uation of the extent of disease and response to
treatment.1
Fig. 1. The increasing number of annual peer-reviewed pu
velopments or use of PET quantification demonstrates the
PubMed query with using the following MeSH terms: “PE
fication” OR “quantitation” OR “quantitative”. A time line
mary tool by Galsworthy, MJ. Hosted by the Institute o
University of Ljubljana, Slovenia (www.medsum.info). (Fro
tunities and challenges. Clin Transl Imaging 2014;2:184; w
The deployment of advanced quantitative PET
imaging in the clinic is expected to grow as specific
targeted molecular imaging probes are designed
and adopted as validated approaches in various
clinical applications. Since 1990, more than
310,575PubMed entries have appeared in the liter-
ature (about half of them published during the last
7 years alone) when searching for “PET” OR “posi-
tron emission tomography” AND “quantification”
OR “quantitation” OR “quantitative” (Fig. 1).4

This review highlights, from a clinical perspec-
tive, the different efforts carried out for quantifica-
tion of FDG-PET data and the methods developed
for optimization of these parameters.
STATIC VERSUS DYNAMIC WHOLE-BODY PET
IMAGING

Static whole-body PET imaging is widely used in
diagnostic procedures adopted in the clinic. Con-
ventional acquisition protocols on current PET/CT
systems include the injection of 8 to 20 mCi (296–
740 MBq) of FDG and emission scanning for 2 to
4 minutes per bed position, 45 to 60 minutes post-
injection following either low-dose or contrast-
enhanced diagnostic quality CT scanning for
attenuation correction of the PET emission
scans.5,6 Some protocols use both a low-dose
CT for attenuation correction (before PET scan-
ning) and contrast-enhanced CT (after PET scan-
ning) to avoid the potential appearance of
artifacts when using contrast-enhanced CT for
blications (between 1990 and 2012) reporting on de-
growing interest in this area. This graph is based on a
T” OR “positron emission tomography” AND “quanti-
was created with MEDSUM: an online MEDLINE sum-

f Biomedical Informatics (IBMI), Faculty of Medicine,
m Zaidi H, Alavi A. Trends in PET quantification: oppor-
ith permission.)
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attenuation correction of the PET data. Iterative
reconstruction algorithms are nowadays the de
facto gold-standard techniques implemented on
commercial platforms.7 The standard range of
coverage for whole-body PET scanning includes
the base of the skull to the mid-thigh, which re-
quires 5 to 6 bed positions. The estimated time de-
pends on the scanner’s performance and is
typically in the range of 15 to 40 minutes. Because
of its simplicity, the SUV is the conventional metric
used for the analysis of static whole-body clinical
FDG studies. However, the SUV is unable to differ-
entiate metabolized and nonmetabolized concen-
trations of tracer, and plasma dynamics is not
considered in its formula.8–10 Therefore it is only
used as a semiquantitative parameter, considering
its limitations in patients undergoing chemo-
therapy, hormone therapy, impaired renal func-
tion, and other conditions.

To address the limitations of semiquantitative
analysis, various strategies for dynamic and para-
metric whole-body PET imaging have been
explored.11 In dynamic whole-body PET imaging,
time series of PET measurements are dynamically
acquired, thus enabling the estimation of physio-
logic parameters of interest through tracer kinetic
modeling. Two approaches can be used to derive
tracer kinetics from dynamic PET data: region of
interest (ROI)-based kinetic modeling, which fits
a model to estimated time-activity curves (TACs)
of defined ROIs; and voxel-based kinetic modeling
Fig. 2. (Left) Following a 6-minute scan of the heart (not s
Each pass consisted of 7 bed positions (45 seconds per be
(SUV) image, the Ki parametric image derived from all 6 l
frames are shown. (From Karakatsanis NA, Lodge MA, Tah
aging: I. Concept, acquisition protocol optimization and
with permission.)
(or parametric imaging), which, by contrast, esti-
mates kinetic parameters for each voxel, thus
providing the spatial distribution of the kinetic pa-
rameters. It should be noted that parametric imag-
ing requires substantial computational resources
and is more sensitive to noise compared with
ROI-based tracer kinetic modeling.11–13

Compared with static imaging, dynamic imaging
gives considerably more information after applica-
tion of image reconstruction and tracer kinetic
modeling techniques. Alternatively, direct estima-
tion of these parameters using 4-dimensional (4D)
and higher-dimensional image reconstruction
techniques have also been developed.14 A novel
whole-body dynamic acquisition scheme was
recently introduced.15 Fig. 2 shows the principle
of the proposed protocol, which consists of a 6-
minute initial scan over the heart to extract the input
function through image-based derivation of the
input function (usually performed to circumvent
problems associated with collecting blood sam-
ples).16 This action is followed by dynamic whole-
body scanning (6 passes) including subsequent
passes over the heart. Standard Patlak linear
graphical analysis modeling is then applied at the
voxel level to derive parametric images reflecting
tracer uptake rate (Ki). Despite much worthwhile
research efforts, complexities associated with pro-
tocol design and parameter estimation has
restricted the applications of whole-body dynamic
PET imaging in daily practice in the clinic.11
hown), 6 whole-body passes were acquired as shown.
d acquisition). (Right) The standardized uptake value
ast frames, and the Ki image after omitting the last 2
ari AK, et al. Dynamic whole-body PET parametric im-
clinical application. Phys Med Biol 2013;58:7391–418;
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TRACER KINETIC MODELING VERSUS
SIMPLIFIED ANALYSIS
Quantification of Absolute Glucose Metabolic
Rate

Tracer kinetic analysis determines the absolute
concentration of different substrates and products
in glucose metabolism and, therefore, yields the
absolute rate of glucose metabolism in the cells.
The advantages of kinetic modeling include the
requirement to collect dynamic data, thus enabling
to capture early dynamics, making the procedure
less dependent on imaging time (delay after injec-
tion). However, the technique is time consuming
and cumbersome to the patient because it re-
quires a dynamic scanning protocol and arterial
blood sampling.
Compartmental modeling establishes the link

between the functional image and physiologic pa-
rameters of glucose metabolism. In this model, the
behavior of FDG is mathematically modeled using
a certain number of compartments representing
various stages of FDG metabolism.17–21 The dy-
namic trend of change in FDG concentration fol-
lows a 3-compartment tracer kinetic model
consisting of the process of transportation and
phosphorylation of FDG (Fig. 3). The first compart-
ment, C1, is considered to be an open interface
having the ability to exchange FDG with various
tissues in the body. Owing to the complex dy-
namics, it is not easy to estimate the input func-
tion, which is usually measured by arterial
sampling. The second compartment, C2, reflects
the amount of FDG in the tissues ready for phos-
phorylation through hexokinase enzyme. After
phosphorylation, FDG-6-phosphate determines
the third compartment (C3). A kinetic model is
termed reversible when it accounts for dephos-
phorylation of FDG-6-phosphate by glucose-6-
phosphatase in addition to transportation and
phosphorylation. However, simplified irreversible
models, which eliminate the dephosphorylation
of FDG, such as nonlinear regression analysis in
Fig. 3. Three-compartment kinetic model of 18F-fluo-
rodeoxyglucose (FDG) behavior. C1 reflects the con-
centration of unmetabolized FDG in arterial plasma.
The concentration of free FDG in tissue is shown by
C2, and C3 is the concentration of FDG after phosphor-
ylation. K1, k2 are the rate constants for the transpor-
tation of FDG between C1 and C2. K3 is the rate with
which FDG phosphorylates and k4 the rate of dephos-
phorylation of FDG (usually negligible).
which a single rate constant (Ki) replaces k1, k2,
and k3 to estimate the net rate of FDG influx, are
usually used.22 This method, although technically
complex and time consuming, is independent of
imaging time after injection and enables the esti-
mation of constants of glucose metabolism.
Patlak-Gjedde graphical analysis depicts the

metabolic rate by using activity concentration, dis-
tribution volume, and net rate of influx of FDG as
inputs according to the following equation:
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where c(t) is activity in the tissue as measured by
the PET scanner at time t, cp(t) is concentration
of FDG in the plasma, l is distribution volume of
FDG, Ki is net rate of FDG influx into the tissue,
and dt is a dummy integration variable.
This method is more robust and less susceptible

to noise, and is able to produce parametric im-
ages.23 This model, however, is unable to provide
details about glucose metabolism, unlike previous
models.
Other more simplified kinetic models were also

developed but are deemed to provide less accu-
rate results. Sokoloff and colleagues21 developed
an autoradiographic method requiring only one
static scan and arterial blood sampling.24 Other in-
vestigators quantified glucose metabolic rates
with limited blood samples.25

Simplified PET Quantification of Uptake
Through Standardized Uptake Value

As discussed earlier, the metabolism of glucose is
accurately quantified using tracer kinetic models.
However, owing to the aforementioned limitations
(need for dynamic data acquisition, continuous
arterial blood sampling) and incapacity of conven-
tional dynamic PET protocols to investigate more
than 1 bed position at a time, dynamic whole-
body PET imaging proved to be challenging.
Therefore, simpler semiquantitative methods,
which are easier to implement, have been devel-
oped and adopted in the clinic.
TheSUVconcept has beendevelopedas a semi-

quantitative measure reflecting the amount of FDG
uptake in a determined region after a certain time
following FDG injection, normalized to the injected
dose and whole-body distribution, which is mostly
represented by theweight of the patient. These cal-
culations are simple, do not need dynamic imaging
and blood sampling, and are usually provided on
commercial and noncommercial platforms.26 Vali-
dation studies have also shown a linear correlation
between SUV and kinetic modeling.27,28
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Maximum SUV (SUVmax) is the single highest
voxel/pixel in a defined region/volume of interest,
whereas mean SUV (SUVmean) is the average
amount of SUV in all voxels/pixels in an ROI or vol-
ume of interest. The factors influencing SUV mea-
surements include extravasation of the radiotracer
at the injection site, residual activity in the syringe,
difference between the clock of the dose calibrator
and the PET acquisition console, and decay from
the time of activity measurement to injection (if
not appropriately taken into account). These fac-
tors may lead to measurement errors.29,30

SUV is usually normalized to body weight. How-
ever, because adipose tissue has minimal meta-
bolic activity and accumulates FDG minimally in
comparison with other active regions, it might be
a source of inaccuracy in obese patients. As
such, in obese patients with a higher proportion
of body fat, SUV may overestimate metabolic ac-
tivity in nonadipose tissue. Some studies have
shown superior results with SUV normalized to
body surface area or lean body mass.9,31,32

Elevated blood glucose level is another factor
influencing SUV. Administering insulin in advance
of injecting FDG in patients with type 2 diabetes in-
creases glycolysis in muscle and adipose tissue
and reduces the SUV in other tissues, owing to
lower available levels of FDG. Current protocols
used in most PET facilities exclude patients with
blood glucose levels higher than 150 to 200 mg/
dL (w8–11 mmol/L).33

Because the tracer may be diversely distributed
within the ROI, as is the case in heterogeneous tu-
mors, SUVmax tends to overestimate the mean
metabolic activity of a lesion and is more sensitive
to noise. However, measuring SUVmean is much
more operator dependent and more sensitive to
partial volume effect. Therefore, automated PET
image segmentation algorithms enabling definition
of the contours of lesions have become highly
desirable in recent years.
Effect of Physical and Physiologic Factors on
Standardized Uptake Value Calculations

SUV is the most widely used PET metric in the
clinic. However, this measure is affected by
many physiologic and physical factors, which
cause variations in the outcome of clinical trials
incorporating these measures in their protocols.30

The physiologic factors include: the effect of
blood glucose level, resulting in underestimation
of the SUV with increasing blood glucose level;
increased uptake period between injection and
start of the PET study, which increases the SUV;
and patient motion and breathing that result in
mismatches in the PET and corresponding CT
images used for attenuation correction. Lower
SUV and resolution loss occur with respiratory mo-
tion. Patient stress and uncomfortable waiting
conditions cause increased uptake in muscle and
brown fat, affecting SUV measurements. Inflam-
matory processes close to the tumor might also
cause false-positive results.30

The physical factors affecting the accuracy of
SUV include variations in the scan acquisition pa-
rameters influencing the spatial resolution and
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Decreased SNR
causes upward bias of SUV. Changes in image
reconstruction parameters affecting convergence
rate and spatial resolution also affect the SUV,
andmight result in increased partial volume effects
by making the SUV more dependent on surround-
ing activity distributions. The size and shape of the
ROI used also affects the outcome of SUV. The
normalization factors used for the calculation of
SUV such as body weight, body surface area,
and lean body mass directly affect the SUV. In
addition, application of contrast agents and the
presence of metallic artifacts in CT images overes-
timate the attenuation factors and cause upward
bias of the SUV.30,34–36
Effect of Respiratory Motion on Standardized
Uptake Value

Respiratory motion is another factor affecting the
accuracy of PET/CT imaging, which is more prom-
inent in cases with lesions located in the thorax or
upper abdomen, affecting their diagnosis and
staging. The misalignment between PET and CT
images caused by respiratory motion has proved
to be a challenging issue in the clinical setting.37,38

Current-generation CT scanners are able to
scan more than 100 cm in the craniocaudal axis
in 20 seconds with high-speed gantry rotation
and broad detector coverage. On the other hand,
PET requires 2 to 5 minutes for each bed position
(16 cm to scan). The difference in temporal resolu-
tion of the CT (1 second) and PET (1 respiratory cy-
cle) also contributes to misregistration of lesions,
leading to compromised quantification.26

Respiratory gating can remedy the issue of
misregistration by reducing motion artifacts. In
4D PET/CT, both PET and CT images are recorded
through synchronization with respiratory motion in
a gated mode (similarly to the schemes used in
cardiac gating), and data corresponding to each
breathing cycle are distributed in time bins (8–10
time bins). Each bin corresponds to 1 phase of
the breathing cycle.39

However, the application of 4D PET has been
limited because of the relatively long total acquisi-
tion time. Additionally, it is difficult for the patients
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to keep the posture of holding their arms over their
head for long time, which might compromise PET
data acquisition. By splitting the 4D PET data
into separate bins, fewer coincidence events will
be acquired for each bin, causing a lower SNR.39

All of these factors along with the prolonged post-
processing time have limited the widespread clin-
ical use of 4D PET/CT.
Effect of Partial Volume Effect and Its
Correction

Partial volume effect (PVE) results from the limited
spatial resolution of the PET scanner, causing le-
sions to differ from their real appearance and
reducing their metabolic activity. Firstly, the
3-dimensional blurring produced by the PET scan-
ner’s spatial resolution makes smaller lesions
appear larger in size but dimmer in signal intensity,
owing to a spillover effect from the actual source to
the surroundings (Fig. 4). This blurring effect is
even more pronounced for moving lesions
because of respiratory or cardiac motion. The
best achievable spatial resolution of conventional
whole-body PET scanners is 4 to 5 mm measured
using point sources, but in clinical practice the
actual spatial resolution of the reconstructed im-
ages is considerably less because of the
Fig. 4. The profile of a spherical lesion imaged with
very high-resolution (ideal) and low-resolution PET
devices. Whereas the ideal profile is noted to show a
vertical increase of measured signal at the edge of
the lesion, the profile of the low-resolution image is
poorly defined. This phenomenon, referred to as par-
tial volume effect, is observed in most modern imag-
ing techniques and can be corrected by using one of
the various approaches described in this article.
restrictions in statistics of acquired data and limi-
tations of reconstruction algorithms. The contrast
resolution also decreases with decreasing lesion
size. Therefore, it is not possible to accurately
measure the SUV in lesions smaller than approxi-
mately 2 to 3 times the spatial resolution of PET
defined by the full width at half maximum. In addi-
tion, PET images are sampled using a voxel grid,
but the voxel rarely matches the actual contour
of a given lesion or a tracer’s biodistribution in gen-
eral.40 Most voxels invariably include different
types of tissues and the signal intensity of these
voxels comprises a mixture of them. Overall, for le-
sions smaller than the reconstructed spatial reso-
lution (some studies suggested <2 cm in size),
PVE may result in more than 50% underestimation
of the true FDG concentration, and consequently
partial volume correction (PVC) is of the utmost
importance. Fig. 5 shows recovery coefficients
versus diameter of spheres from a phantom study
of hot spheres placed on a warm background.
The recovery coefficients were calculated using
SUVmax in the spheres and background SUVmean,
and were used for correction of PVE. The recovery
correction versus sphere diameter showed a char-
acteristic logarithmic curve.41 The measurements
were conducted on the Allegro PET scanner (Phi-
lips Medical Systems, Best, the Netherlands).42

Several strategies have been proposed to cor-
rect for PVE,43 but their review falls outside of
the scope of this article. However, the importance
of PVC cannot be overlooked in the clinical
setting. Results from patients with lung cancer
have shown PVC to increase the accuracy of
SUV estimates from 55% to 89% in lesions less
than 2 cm in size,44 and in breast cancer, correct-
ing SUV for PVE and blood glucose levels pro-
vided the highest diagnostic accuracy among
various quantitative PET methods.45 Similarly, a
study comparing 110mIn-DTPA-D-Phe1-octreotide
PET images with 111In-DTPA-D-Phe1-octreotide
single-photon emission CT images found great
improvement in the detection of small tumors, at
the same time allowing precise quantification by
using PVC.46
OVERVIEW OF OTHER PET METRICS USED IN
STATIC IMAGING
Variants of Standardized Uptake Value

Most commercial and noncommercial software
packages display SUVs normalized to patient
body weight (SUVBW). Since the adipose tissue is
less metabolically active than other tissues, it
might decrease the accuracy of SUV estimation
specially in obese patients. Therefore, other
factors such as lean body mass (SUVLBM or SUL)



Fig. 5. Graph demonstrating the
importance of the size of the lesion
relative to the limited spatial resolu-
tion of PET scanners. Whereas the
measured values in lesions larger
than 3 cm correctly reflect the true
concentration of the administered
agents, such values are underesti-
mated with smaller lesions. This phe-
nomenon has been described as
declining recovery coefficient with
small lesions.
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and body surface area (SUVBSA) were investi-
gated, and reported to be more accurate than
the conventional method of normalization to
body weight.9,31,32 SUVBSA and SUL are less
prone to differences imposed by body habitus.
SUL typically remains constant between patients
in comparison with SUVBW.

47

Various SUV measures have been used in the
literature to report the outcome of PET studies,
including SUVmax, SUVmean, SUVpeak, and SUVtotal.
A study by Vanderhoek and colleagues48 has
shown that quantification of individual patients is
strongly affected by the SUVmeasure used. These
investigators concluded that different SUV mea-
sures assess malignant lesions in a distinct way
and that a unique threshold should be considered
for each parameter for PET response classifica-
tion. In PET-based treatment response assess-
ment studies, it has been shown that SUVmax is
strongly affected by noise. SUVpeak has been pro-
posed as a more robust metric that is less vulner-
able to artifacts. There are various definitions of
SUVpeak based on the defined ROI, which can
significantly affect the end result.49
Global Disease Burden: Assessing Global
Metabolic Activity

Alavi and colleagues50 introduced the concept of
global metabolic activity in the early 1990s for
assessment of patients with Alzheimer’s disease
in a comparison with age-matched controls. The
technique consists in multiplying segmented brain
volumes obtained from structural MR imaging by
the mean cerebral metabolic rate of glucose, and
demonstrated significant differences between the
2 groups. The concept aspires to combine volu-
metric and metabolic data into a unique
parameter, named global disease burden or total
lesion glycolysis (TLG). TLG was used as a param-
eter for evaluation of global metabolic response of
the entire lesion in cancer.51 It was shown that TLG
is strongly correlated with other PET response pa-
rameters and is reproducible. Therefore, TLG pro-
vides complementary information to conventional
SUV and its variants.

With the progress achieved in medical image
segmentation, delimitation of tissues and global
disease assessment has become a reality. Prelim-
inary results obtained using commercial image
analysis software have shown good reproducibility
and a high level of agreement with manual
measurements, indicating reasonable accuracy
(Figs. 6 and 7).

This method has been shown to be feasible in
clinical practice in malignant mesothelioma,52 lym-
phoma,53 sarcoidosis,52 Crohn’s disease,54 radia-
tion pneumonitis,55 and atherosclerosis.56–58

Using commercial software available today, FDG-
avid lesions can be segmented to generate the
metabolically active volume (MAV) and the partial
volume corrected SUVmean (pvcSUVmean). Subse-
quently, the partial volume corrected metabolic
volume product (pvcMVP) can be calculated as
pvcMVPmean 5 MAV � pvcSUVmean. Finally, a
global disease activity score can be obtained as
the sum of pvcMVPs in all FDG-avid lesions
throughout the body. A recent article59 reviewing
current literature on metabolic tumor volume and
total glycolysis in various solid tumors concluded
that “both metabolic tumor volume and TLG have
the potential to become valuable as prognostic
biomarkers for survival outcome, clinical staging,
and response to both neoadjuvant and concurrent
therapies.” Therefore, one can expect the develop-
ment of more sophisticated and automated



Fig. 6. FDG-PET images of a pa-
tient with non-Hodgkin lym-
phoma segmented using
commercial software showing
clearly defined FDG-avid lymph
nodes throughout the body.
Quantitative measures
including metabolic tumor vol-
ume (MTV), SUVmean, SUVmax,
and total lesion glycolysis
(TLG) can be calculated using
this approach. This analysis is
capable of segmenting sites of
disease activity accurately
while also generating corre-
sponding quantitative parame-
ters, as noted in the table
below the image set. The
values reflect MTV, SUVmax,
SUVmean, and TLG with and
without partial volume
correction.
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software packages in the near future that can
deliver these very important quantitative measures
of disease activity. In essence, thismay provide cli-
nicians with a single number summing up the
Fig. 7. Images demonstrating the segmentation of metab
cancer. FDG-PET scans were acquired before and after trea
observed.
global disease activity of individual patients, even
those presenting with multiple lesions: a simple
yet robust approach to disease monitoring and
assessment of treatment response.
olically active malignant lesions in a patient with lung
tment. The decline in the activity of the tumor can be
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Texture Analysis and Radiomics

As can be concluded from the previous sections re-
viewing state-of-the-art developments in quantita-
tive PET imaging, the existing quantification tools
are oversimplified and subject to considerable vari-
ability. There is indeed strongevidence that relevant
information can be extracted from PET images,
leading to the recognition of specific markers asso-
ciated with tumor molecular and genetic profiles.60

Texture analysis has emerged as a new
approach enabling clinicians to deal appropriately
with metabolic heterogeneity of malignant lesions
through detailed analysis of intratumoral heteroge-
neity in FDG uptake.61–63 This approach seems
promising because textural features derived from
PET images have proved to be of prognostic sig-
nificance in solid tumors. However, further testing
and assessment using large clinical databases is
still required to evaluate its robustness, consis-
tency, and limitations before the approach can
be adopted in the clinic.62

El Naqa and colleagues64 studied the correlation
between therapy outcome and metrics derived by
advanced image-processing techniques. These in-
vestigators reported a high predictive power for
shape features (solidity, extent, Euler number) and
texture features (energy, local homogeneity, en-
tropy) for cancer of the cervix and head and neck,
respectively. In both cases, the selectedmetric out-
performs commonly used SUV-based descriptors.
In another study, O’Sullivan and colleagues65

developed a statistical model for sarcoma tumor
delineation that identifies spatial heterogeneity as
the key feature for cancer staging and prediction
of patient survival. These promising results,
together with the concurrent technical progress in
imaging techniques and the emergence of systems
biology, drove the definition of a new research
domain referred to as radiomics.66,67

Radiomics is the science of extracting informa-
tion from diagnostic images and correlating them
with the biology of the tumor and the patient’s clin-
ical picture,with the aimof increasing thepredictive
power of medical imaging. This definition relies on
the fundamental radiomics hypothesis that “tissue
characteristics at the molecular level are reflected
in macroscopic features of medical images and,
therefore, an advanced quantitative analysis can
infer genomics and proteomics patterns, possibly
containing prognostic information” (www.radio-
mics.org). This hypothesis is supported by a few
pioneering studies,64,68,69 but more research is
neededbefore radiomics can be adopted as a valu-
able and reliable tool for clinical practice.

AlthoughhighFDGuptake inPET images is asso-
ciated with tumor growth and aggressiveness,70
the biological basis for this assumption is not yet
fully understood. Recent research71,72 associates
themodification of glycolysis with an agent, the py-
ruvate kinase isoenzyme M2 (PKM2), which is also
involved in oncogenesis, thus creating a direct link
between FDG uptake and tumor genetic profile.
This association has been confirmed by recent
research findings whereby the correlation between
a set of features extracted from PET scans and the
genetic profile of excised tumor specimens is
tested.73

This discovery would legitimize the radiomics
hypothesis for PET images; however, proof is still
required that information can be transferred from
the genetic level to clinical images.
The Critical Role of PET Image Segmentation

Image segmentation plays a pivotal role for anal-
ysis of multimodal images, and consists of tech-
niques that group the voxels into sets of distinct
classes. Segmentation has recently become a re-
ality in clinical medicine, and is commonly used for
delineation of organ and tumor volumes, genera-
tion of attenuation maps, and construction of
anthropomorphic phantoms from high-resolution
anatomic images.

It hasbeenshown that discriminating the edgesof
malignant lesions from noisy functional images in
oncology PET studies is challenging. Manual delin-
eation is still the most widely used technique in the
clinic. However, this approach is operator depen-
dent and suffers from high interobserver and intra-
observer variability, and is prone to error. Several
semiautomated or fully automated techniques
have been described in the literature for segmenta-
tion of lesions and other tissues from PET images.74

Thresholding, region growing, classifiers, clustering,
edge detection, Markov random fields models, arti-
ficial neutral networks, deformable models, and
atlas guidance are examples of these techniques.
Many of the aforementioned algorithms have been
used for quantification of tumor volume and meta-
bolic activity for either assessment of response to
treatment or definition of target volumes for treat-
ment planning.75,76 Various strategies have also
been devised to evaluate the accuracy of these seg-
mentation techniques, including simulation and
experimental phantom studies and pathology-
validated clinical data sets.77 For example, Torigian
and colleagues78 quantified pulmonary inflamma-
tion that is associated with emphysema by using
FDG-PET and segmentation algorithms (Fig. 8).
Although no correlation was noted between the
severity of emphysema and the degree of inflamma-
tion in the lungs, by using CT-based segmentation a
clear-cut increase in levels of FDG was shown with

http://www.radiomics.org
http://www.radiomics.org


Fig. 8. Generation of graphs to measure the degree of pulmonary inflammation in patients with chronic obstruc-
tive pulmonary disease. Conventional quantitative approach by assigning regions of interest over the PET images
appears flat as the degree of airway disease worsens (D). By contrast, by using methods that allow segmentation
of air from the lung parenchyma (A–C) and applying partial volume correction, it is clear that as the disease pro-
gresses, the degree of inflammation in the remaining lung is enhanced (E). This result is consistent with clinical
findings in these patients. ([A–C] From Basu S, Zaidi H, Houseni M, et al. Novel quantitative techniques for assess-
ing regional and global function and structure based on modern imaging modalities: implications for normal
variation, aging and diseased states. Semin Nucl Med 2007;37:233; with permission. [D, E] From Torigian DA,
Dam V, Chen X, et al. In vivo quantification of pulmonary inflammation in relation to emphysema severity via
partial volume corrected (18)F-FDG-PET using computer-assisted analysis of diagnostic chest CT. Hell J Nucl Med
2013;16:12–8; with permission.)
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advancing disease. It should be noted, however,
that none of the techniques suggested so far are
characterized or understood adequately enough to
enable their routine use in clinical settings without
further validation.
DIFFERENTIATING BENIGN FROM
MALIGNANT DISEASE USING DUAL-TIME-
POINT IMAGING

Dual-time-point and delayed-time-point imaging
are among the techniques used, in addition to con-
ventional single-time-point imaging, for further
characterization of inflammatory and malignant
processes by enhancing the specificity of FDG-
PET in certain clinical settings. Several studies
have shown that the FDG uptake increases at
the second time point in malignant lesions and
stays at the same level or decreases in inflamma-
tory lesions (Fig. 9).79–82 Malignant cells have
high levels of GLUT transporters and low levels
of glucose-6-phosphatase, which leads to sub-
stantial FDG accumulation over time, whereas
inflammatory lesions have high levels of glucose-
6-phosphate, which results in the breakdown of
FDG-6-phosphate and, therefore, clearance of
FDG from the cells.83,84

These observations suggest that currently used
PET scanning protocols, which recommend imag-
ing at 45 to 60 minutes following the administration
of FDG, may yield underestimated values for FDG
uptake, which undermines the use of an arbitrarily
used threshold (typically an SUVmax of 2.5) to
differentiate between benign and malignant le-
sions. FDG uptake and accumulation are dynamic
processes and do not stabilize until 3 to 4 hours
following FDG’s introduction to the circulation. In
a study by Cheng and colleagues,62 dynamic
changes of FDG uptake and clearance in normal
tissues were assessed in 30 patients who under-
went FDG-PET imaging at 1, 2, and 3 hours after
injection of FDG. FDG activity decreased with
time in most organs (liver, spleen, lungs, pancreas,
lymph nodes, and skeletal muscle) with an in-
crease in activity in the myocardium and bone
marrow. No changes were noted in the parotid,



Fig. 9. Trend of FDG uptake in malig-
nant and inflammatory lesions along
with the clearance of the blood pool
activity over time. Based on vast expe-
rience gained over the past 2 decades,
it is now well established that malig-
nant lesions accumulate more FDG
with time. By contrast, FDG uptake
either plateaus or declines in the in-
flammatory lesions after a certain
time point.
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thyroid, and prostate glands over time. An impor-
tant point is that while uptake in the cancer cells in-
creases with time and the opposite occurs in the
background tissues, the enhanced contrast that
follows improves the sensitivity of FDG-PET imag-
ing (Fig. 10).

The hypothesis of differentiation between ma-
lignant and benign lesions using dual-time-point
imaging has been confirmed by several studies.
This method potentially can increase both sensi-
tivity and specificity of the techniques in patients
with suspected or proven cancer. Multiple-time-
point imaging has been successfully used in
several malignancies, including breast,85,86

lung,87 colorectal,88 and head and neck cancer.89

However, some studies have questioned the
feasibility and applicability of dual-time-point im-
aging routinely and in various settings.90,91

Further studies should be carried out with the
focus on the proper applications of dual-time-
point imaging in different scenarios, to clarify its
Fig. 10. Increasing contrast between malignant lesions a
shown in (A) shows substantial increase of ratio between
same between lesions and the lung. As noted in the text, th
the administration of FDG. These graphs clearly demonstra
in most PET imaging centers) underestimates the number o
with imaging at later time points. These results seem to su
preferably 3, hours after the administration of FDG so th
fully realized for effective management of patients with
role in the diagnosis and prognosis of malignant
and benign diseases.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

The global emergence and deployment of hybrid
PET/CT imaging enabling the combination of anat-
omy andmorphologywith functional andmolecular
data has brought about a paradigm shift in diag-
nostic imaging. Molecular imaging is now at the
forefront of patient management on many levels.
This powerful modality should be used not only in
the initial diagnosis but also in later phases of inter-
vention in these patients. This approach applies to
surgery or other invasive procedures (interventional
radiology) and inmonitoring response to treatment.
Using PET spares patients from futile therapeutic
interventions that may not only be costly but may
also subject the patients to considerable risks.
The application of novel quantitative methods des-
cribed in thisarticlewill enhance theperformanceof
nd the surrounding background over time. The plot
the lesions and the liver while graph (B) reveals the
e maximum contrast is not achieved until 4 hours after
te that imaging at 1 hour (which is the current practice
f lesions and their degree of aggressiveness compared
ggest that imaging should not be initiated until 2, and
at the benefits of this powerful imaging modality are
cancer.
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modern hybrid imaging modalities in variety of clin-
ical settings, and will further improve the outcome
of many serious diseases and disorders.
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